Continuity of care: an essential element of modern general practice?
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For a variety of reasons, GPs are working more and more with unfamiliar patients. The proposed new British GP contract stipulates that in future patients will register with a practice, rather than with a named GP and a recent new definition of general practice did not mention continuing care. There has been persistent confusion about the definition of continuity of care. Evidence for the benefit of patients usually seeing the same doctor is still limited. In this paper we describe some discrete elements of continuity, emphasize the importance of interpersonal continuity and suggest how this may work. The contributions of informational continuity (especially good records) and of excellent consulting skills are put in context. We conclude that further evidence is needed to demonstrate the added value of interpersonal continuity in general practice and that this needs a clear theoretical basis. We propose that such a theory will define the concept of multi-dimensional diagnosis as the key strength of our discipline and that continuity, especially interpersonal continuity, is an important factor in achieving this economically and in a way which satisfies both patients and professionals.
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Introduction

GPs are often working with patients who they do not know well, particularly in larger practices.\textsuperscript{1} Society is more fragmented and specialized. This includes health care services. Stable communities are less common; both patients and professionals move homes and jobs more frequently. The public has also come to expect a faster more accessible service.

While some people change to a new GP more often, increasing numbers of patients are not registered with any GP. Others choose to seek care near their work, for example in a city centre, where their regular GP is inaccessible, creating demand for informal direct access primary care such as is given in ‘walk-in’ centres.

These societal changes have now been reflected in a proposed new contract for British GPs,\textsuperscript{2} a draft of which received majority support in a nationwide ballot.

A significant feature of the proposed contract is that in future patients will be registered with practices rather than with a particular doctor. This change institutionalizes a longstanding trend in the development of group practices with shared lists, where the patients are free to choose to consult with any doctor. However, by removing the idea of a named doctor from the system, this development may further accelerate a trend to devalue the importance of a therapeutic doctor–patient relationship.

It may be no accident, then, that a recent ‘new’ definition of general practice\textsuperscript{3} omitted any mention of ‘continuing care’. The authors were keen to offer a central rather than an all inclusive definition of the specialty.

The nature of continuity in general practice

It is sometimes assumed that lost continuity of a personal relationship can be regained by improved continuity of information—particularly through better clinical records, normally now electronic. But this is to confuse separate aspects of care which are neither the same nor mutually exclusive. If we are to recommend continuity in general practice care we must be clear what we mean by it.
Freeman and Hjortdahl addressed the future of continuity of care for general practice in 1997 and concluded that there was no evidence that patients should be encouraged to see the same doctor each time against their inclination. But they also suggested that, too often, patients found it difficult to see a doctor they already knew. They suggested ways in which practices could improve this aspect of organization. One US study has shown this is indeed feasible. While the UK government is currently concentrating on offering guaranteed quick access for patients (access to a GP within two working days) it has been silent on the question of helping patients see a doctor they know. Yet this aspect of patient choice is valuable in spite of the fact that it may conflict with quick access.

In 2000, a wide review of continuity of care across all medical disciplines concluded that the concept of continuity of care was so broad as to lead to frequent misunderstanding and imprecision. This review proposed a multi-element definition (Box 1). GPs have previously recognised most of these elements and participants of recent workshops led by the authors have confirmed this (see Acknowledgements). However, elements 5 and 6 in Box 1 contribute most to the traditional definition of the GP. While it is often assumed that continuity of care in general practice necessarily means usually seeing the same GP (element 5) it is probably more important that a patient has choice and a good interpersonal and therapeutic relationship (element 6) with one or more practitioners.

The traditional pathways have encouraged a therapeutic relationship across successive episodes of care. Nowadays, it is often only feasible to offer such a relationship within a single care episode.

**Box 1**

1. The experience of a co-ordinated and smooth progression of care from the patients’ point of view (experienced continuity)
   
2. Excellent information transfer following the patient (continuity of information; continuity and coherence of medical record)
   
3. Effective communication between professionals and services and with patients (cross-boundary and team continuity)
   
4. To be flexible and adjust to the needs of the individual over time (flexible continuity)
   
5. Care from as few professionals as possible, consistent with other needs (longitudinal continuity)
   
6. To provide one or more named professionals with whom the patient can develop a therapeutic and interpersonal relationship (relational or interpersonal continuity)

The place of continuity of care in modern general practice

First, if we can agree that continuity of care without more precise definition is too broad a term to be helpful, we should limit our focus to consideration of personal or, better, interpersonal continuity. This is because general practice is focussed more on the person rather than on the illness. In general, continuity of information is desired by all, though patients (and even doctors) sometimes want a fresh start and/or anonymity. So how essential is interpersonal continuity for the modern GP?

Interpersonal continuity built on repeated (but not necessarily exclusive) contacts is important in building trust and respect. We like it when we use craftsmen, go to the hairdresser or send our car to a friendly local garage. Patients also like it when attending the health care system. The opportunity to leave a consultation with unfinished business and perhaps return later if necessary is much valued by patients and means that the often ill-defined problems can be left to evolve and often to resolve. If further review proves necessary, it is most efficiently done by resuming dialogue with the same doctor. In most systems, GPs are the physicians who most often give this type of continuity. We must ask ourselves if this is unique to general practice? Does the GP’s kind of continuity differ from that given by an internist taking care of a diabetic over many years. Does the internist give and get the same satisfaction from continuity of care as a GP? Do the GP and the internist hold a new consultation in the same way, with a patient they have never met before, or does the GP add specific skills to the performance of the health care system?

One of us (FO) has challenged colleagues with the statement ‘a surgeon without a knife is still a surgeon!’ and has suggested the analogy ‘a GP without interpersonal continuity is still a GP’. Here colleagues tend to react with anecdotes to show how knowing the patient has helped some of their consultations. But are such stories specific to general practice, or just much more common? How essential is prior personal knowledge of the patient to the best practice of our discipline? In other words, what is the added value of general practice to the understanding of continuity?

We suggest that interpersonal continuity, over time, develops some essential skills in diagnosis for GPs, the generation of empathy and trust. Next, we hypothesize that most of these specific skills and the theory behind them could be made explicit by focussed research and thus made accessible to young doctors through learning and training. The central skill fostered by interpersonal continuity over time is the ability to make and value a multidimensional diagnosis, based on the biopsychosocial model within the patient’s context.

Our challenge is that the necessary theoretical and scientific evidence base for the social, cultural and
psychological aspects of our patients’ behaviour and problems remains rudimentary.\textsuperscript{11,14,15}

A way forward

Concerning interpersonal continuity in practice, a GP may ask:

- \textit{Is it good to have it?} Yes, usually.\textsuperscript{4}
- \textit{Is it essential?} No, but, depending on the context, it may save resources and/or improve satisfaction (for both patient and doctor).\textsuperscript{4}
- \textit{Is it GP specific?} No but it’s more prevalent in general practice and arguably more central to the notion that the patient is important as an individual rather than for the diagnoses that may be attached to him/her.\textsuperscript{9}

It is also part of the general practice organizational structure which is less represented in other specialities. This is a more stable senior-led service where access is on the patient’s initiative rather than by routine review and for \textit{ad hoc} junior doctor assessment. The setting is also more familiar and intimate and in the patient’s own community. There may also be something about the nature and timing of some of the contacts and forming a better bond at times of crisis, a sense of having come through things together. This bonding also occurs in some groups of hospital outpatients with particularly difficult problems and stormy courses, but less often. Finally, there is the issue of reputation: GPs are better known locally and have ‘over the garden wall reputations’ unlike most hospital colleagues. This would tend to argue that it might be a matter of context rather than speciality.

Continuity as prior knowledge can mean both information, for example an available medical record, and a therapeutic relationship where the patient knows the doctor well.\textsuperscript{6}

Information is important in most medical settings. All over the world there are moves to improve the sharing and availability of patient specific medical data through the use of electronic and/or patient held records. Problems may arise if patients wish to suppress some details of their medical history but generally more accessible records will enable quicker and cheaper recognition and resolution of problems. However, good systems of recording psychological and social aspects of consultations are lacking and often time is too short for accurate descriptive text to be either recorded or read. This may partly be due to the nature of the information, but it may also be due to the lack of rigour in understanding the underlying concepts and in sharing these across consultations and between professionals. Contextual and cultural knowledge is often too detailed to be summarized succinctly and adequately; also it may be confidential within a specific patient–doctor relationship.\textsuperscript{16}

Prior knowledge of a patient is not just about information, even psychological and sociological material. It is also about interaction and relationships, about feelings, trust\textsuperscript{17} and empathy.\textsuperscript{18} These aspects of care are more difficult and even inappropriate to transmit by any form of medical record. They exist in the perceptions of patient and doctor and in the degree to which these are shared and recognized. The deliberate non-recording of information may even be important as the GP then becomes the keeper of the defining secret through which the patient wishes to be understood, but not challenged.

Thus good availability of relevant medical information, while important, will not substitute for the benefits of more personal knowledge and a therapeutic relationship.

Role of consulting skills

Much can be achieved by good interpersonal skills combined with training, experience and technical expertise. It is probable that GPs working in settings where virtually all their consultations are with new patients can do a very good job and, even as Olesen \textit{et al.} argue,\textsuperscript{3} do a better job in the circumstances than non GPs.

Here, though, we can return to the analogy of the surgeon without the knife. Some may say a surgeon without a knife is still a surgeon. But surgery without knives is surely not surgery!

GPs working in accident and emergency (A&E) have been found to incur less costs than specialist trained A&E doctors.\textsuperscript{19} They recall patients less, write fewer prescriptions and do fewer tests. They are more willing to refer the patient back to their ‘own’ GP. To behave like this though they will have to have worked in a setting where they were able to know patients as people and follow up their lives and experiences over time. It is possible that some of this experience can then be translated and utilised in the A&E setting where every patient is a new patient.

So we can argue that knowledge and skills gained through interpersonal continuity of care are key elements in the philosophy of general practice even though, increasingly, many GPs are having to work in settings where this has to depend entirely on new relationships.

An updated and detailed international definition of the GP was launched at the recent European WONCA meeting in London. The working group have specified one of 11 characteristics of the discipline of general practice is that it “(e) is responsible for the provision of longitudinal continuity of care as determined by the needs of the patient”. An explanatory note adds: “The approach . . . must be constant from birth . . . until death . . . It ensures the continuity of care by following patients through the whole of their life. The medical file is the explicit proof of this constancy . . .”.\textsuperscript{20} This is
the responsibility of the discipline rather than of any individual GP. Thus, for WONCA, continuity has retained its place, albeit more carefully qualified than previously.

More evidence needed

Discussion of the proposed new British GP contract covers divergent views with those more hostile emphasizing the potential downside of forecast lost continuity of care, presumably the interpersonal kind. As Roger Jones says, quality of care is notoriously difficult to measure and he could have added that a comprehensive evidence base for interpersonal continuity of care is still lacking.

We need further research to demonstrate the added value of continuity in general practice and, in spite of a recent Lancet editorial, we must describe the theory behind the elements we may see. We must show whether interpersonal continuity makes a difference. Here we must turn to the sciences of human behaviour that underpin much of consulting behaviour in general practice and which will enable us to devise theories and hypotheses about behaviours we can test. In relation to interpersonal continuity, sceptics may point to the dangers of dependence while supporters may prefer to talk about attachment. The example of the insidious onset of classical hypothyroidism is often quoted as a picture missed by the familiar doctor and picked up by the locum. However, the most recent patient one of us (GKF) saw with hypothyroidism had had the diagnosis missed for two years through seeing a series of different doctors, each of which ignored work already done by colleagues. Evidence is needed to find out whether important diagnoses are made more quickly or more slowly in the presence of good interpersonal continuity.

Each of the elements illustrated in Figure 1 underpins the concept of a multidimensional diagnosis which may be the real core of the added value given by a GP in a health care system. We can find theory behind each element in the biopsychosocial triple diagnosis to which we would add a fourth element, cultural context. Each part of the model can be made a focus for research across many disciplines, leading to evidence based education. Interpersonal continuity depends most on psychology, while cross boundary continuity draws more on sociology and anthropology. Informational continuity relates more directly to biomedicine but also draws on physics, complexity and systems theory.

**Figure 1** Personal and technical inputs to consultations and their links with continuity elements over time. *Note that, while we have specified doctor, these concepts apply equally to nurse practitioners and other primary care professionals.
The challenge for general practice now is to bring forward a balanced agenda for research and education to build awareness of its mastery in making and negotiating multidimensional diagnoses with our patients. Understanding the meaning, strengths and limitations of continuity of care, particularly the interpersonal element, will remain crucial in delivering the best quality of primary care for this new millennium.
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